Dear Ones,
I have returned from my journey up north to Lake Flathead, having received tremendous and continious
voltage of light, as well as the Christ's Revelation and precise directions for the up coming time period. I
can try to explain that thunderbolts of White Light have unleashed the Christ Logos from within my
molecular structure. White Light is my mind's eye vibrating in readiness to receive "The Will and The
Plan".
This experience with opening the Shamballa Corridor is by far and indeed the most potent of all phases of
revelation that I have as yet ever received. One might say it is an absolute form of initiation and it has
taken me from the Planetary Wheel to the Planetary Counsil of Twelve Wheel. I ask that you seek to
appreciate what this means to me and for me, and more importantly to the Great Work. I ask for your
love and positive intentions, as truly I have stepped through the veils.......
In the past, I have only experienced this kind of "other worldly pure electric vibration" in the high and
remote regions of the Himalayas where the Masters are saturating the air with holiness. For the first time,
I was able to be the instrument through which this dimension has been anchored here in the east. The
energies that I was able to bring through and establish are the beginnings of anchoring of a seventh
dimensional votex, designed to supply Divine Light to the western United States during the Tribulation.
It can not be disturbed with miasim, therefore it must be protected.
I ask that you deeply seek to withdraw any thoughts or energies of both subltle and overt non-serving
response, that may have been cast in my direction on any of your parts and that instead you open a
powerful flow of Christ Love toward me and this time period. If you love me I ask that you do this. Do so
with the intention of increasing your Divine Flow to become a active synthesis for working directly with
your own mistrust, that you might quickly lay down your Dweller and claim your true purpose. This will
be an act of service of the highest order.
Go directly to the Christ and ask for salvation in his name. Ask to be lifted up into his love, his mercy and
HIS PLAN. Seek to shower this ashramic transition with your love. Send to me your very best love and
positive intentions. Withdraw all else. Witness your own potential as you do. This will open you to the
love that I am continually sending you, that the tantric circle of synthesis can be established. Go about
your daily activities in the grace of The Christ. Start each day with Love and Service and end each day
with Love and Service.
The corridor that has been opened provides endless cascades of supremely refined Divine Light, which
lends an utter sense of grace to all preception and crystal clarity to the right action that is needed. The
Arch Angles have established their presence in the "edifice" that has been selected and provided for the
sacred purposes of the aspect of the Divine Plan to which I am now sworn. Silken, creative White Light is
the substance that the angels are providing for the atmosphere, which serves as an infusion of pure GOD
MIND.
The sacred writings of the ancient formulas of manifestation will be done up there. I will be drawing
those whom the Chrtist wishes for me to influence to his locatoion. At the appointed time, the Christ will
decend to appear before those whom he has selected to convey his world message and orchestrate his
salvation to the time that he has called the War of Religions and the time there after which he calls the
restructuring time.
The passing of the mantle of creation guaridianship from the east to the west has now begun in literal
terms and is part of the externalization of the Brotherhood of Light that I am myself am embodying. I am
filled with grace. I have waited for this time after so many years of channeling this information to
perhaps thousands of soul. I have waited in a deep faith that is now being affirmed and made manifest. I

am annointed as a living Nirmankaya in the name of the Christ Universal and I shall now be fully in the
excecution of His Word.
The third and final phase of the Christ Universal overshadowing has begun in my life, which will in the
years to come be the directing power and grace through which I serve the greater Plan. Jerusalem will be
one of the major focuses I am asked to convene as well as a continued upliftment of world finances and
the implementation of a new world governance.
I will be departing for a ten day trip to Jerusalem from Boulder on approx. Sept. 8 or 9 to initiate a new
phase of The Work there that other world teachers are also orchestrating there. If you are directed to join
me, you may call for the unfolding plan.
I am assured that all will be provided for my transition period and beyond and that every ability to serve
the Divine Plan will be afforded to me. I go forward in the absolute faith that this is true.
I ask that you understand why it has become neccessary for me to break away from the group's
continuing lower thought forms, due to the problem of miasmic interference regarding finances, so that I
can manifest the abundance that is needed for the assignments that have been given. As you come into
financial truth with the Christ, with me and with this ashram this will change and our true collective
power of manifestation will be the result. Until you give what the Christ asks you to give, you can not cocreate with a Master Teacher nor with a living Nirmankaya. You can however seek to serve. There must
be no conditions to the giving of self. This is the eye of the needle through which you become the Self.
The problem of financial withhold and the mistrust of my ability to properly assign the direction of
finances is not a suitable environment for me to unfold this work. It is toxic and limiting. I continue to
hope that you will see the light and break free. It will be your privilage to financially seed my transition.
It is not my need, but rather it is your need. My due is Truth of Balance with each of you. This is the
criteria for standing as my circle of light. My needs will be met in any case. This is your window of
opportunity to come clean, naken and innocent of the Dweller. As you do your mind will become clean
and in White Light receptivity for the Lord's Holy Plan on Earth.
The boon that you receive in return as you give of yourself in the power of love with a pure heart will be
nothing less than a demonstration of the Christ mercy. The Christ affirmation to you will serve as
examples to you of what is possible on a far gresater scale. What you witness as the Christ provides for
me one miracle after another, will also be my gift of example to you to shed light on your faith. Through
faith the mind becomes clean of the Dweller.
Now your response to me and to the Great Work must be found in your own heart of hearts. A major
shift is now called for in each of your lives as well and you know precisely where you have "withheld"
your full surrender. The voice of skeptisisim can no longer to cast in my direction. Withdraw all negitvity
and continue to practice this as if your very life depends upon it.
The "withhold" of personal resources and hands on contribution at all levels must be corrected as a
requirement for entry into and particpation in the Shamballa Sanctuary. As has always been the sacred
tradition.... to enter the Master's cave you must offer a very high degree of surrender. My cave will now
be on the Flathead Lake in the edifice that is being provided.
You will find the truth in the quiet sanctuary of your hearts of which I speak. You will also find the
gateway fo abundance which is God's love, as you make your way through the firey demand of Truth.
For now, I will only say that there are none of you who are as yet fullfilling the standards of criteria for
passage into the domain that the Masters will be anchoring at the Shamballa Sanctuary. As yet most of

you are in the 30% to 40 % range of balance of truth with me. You must fullfill balance of truth with me
as well as with the ashram. Shirley and Lisa are approaching the 60% "wonder mark" and I hope will
soon anchor a solid 66% exponential factor for both requirements. I remind you that at 66% the wheel
turns, and the manner and timing of manifestation "time jumps" and this includes the truth of
abundance. It is for this reason that I have been required to step out of the group energetic. I an in a time
jump that is the reflection of my light and this is not to be disturbed by negitive thought form. There can
be no sacred manifestation in lower time. I can not succeed through co-creation with miasim. I can cocreate with the to varying degrees with the Trusted Disciple. This increases as you increase you light.
I am also in great, great faith that you will wish to rapidly seek the neccessaryu fullfillment of your
sacrifice, so that you are in responsibilty and balance with your Master Teacher and with your Ashram.
You can not continue to say that you serve the Christ and the Masters and The Work and at the same time
withhold your surrender to serving me and what I am guided to bring about under the precise direction
of the Christ.
Money has been the primary evil through which your withhold and mistrust has been most active. There
must be a collective decision that this be changed, so that the negitive spin state that the group has
continually produced around money can be reveresed to a possitive spin state. I am removing myself
from this spin state entirely. I will no longer enter your miasmic condition on your terms. You must now
lift up and come to me on my terms.
I will offer my wisdom as you ask for it and as you align yourselves in a proper reverence of heart to
receive it. I will not engage letters or inquiries from the "aspiring inner circle", directed to me regarding
this transition that are less than 80% in truth and benevolence. Love and humility will bathe any innocent
misunderstanding that is present. Love will make your inquiries benevolent. Be clear however that I will
not bow to your Dweller or in any way explain myself to this part of you.
Regardless of the choices that you make during this time, my ship is setting sail. Truth, Love and Service
is your admittance should you wish to join me. Group Formation and surrender to a life of service is a
requirement for the return to SAI Baba's Ashram. The reversal of spin state is now clearly stated as your
goal in factual terms. Your bliss and freedom is awaiting your choice.
It will be my tremendous pleasure to offer the Teaching of Wisdom for the ISIS event in October. I will
return to our beloved Nakashela for this purpose. After the event, those who have come into Truth of
Balance and formal acceptance into my immediate sphere of influence as my conveneing Circle of Light
will be invited to the Sanctuary to receive two days of the advanced teachings within the rarifed
atmosphere of the Shamballa Corridor. The work of bringing through the Solar Hall of Records with in
the Sphinx will begin. You will then be able to offer the remaining greater group a first hand account of
what you experience there in the grace of the Shamballa Corridor.
What I share with you now is but the general outline and it is up to each of you individually to determine
how you will respond, what you will conclude, how you will surrender and what role you will play.
Nakashela will go forward as truth is achieved and you enter the service that is asked of you. Group
formation and the stewardship of the physical ashram at Nakashela must be anchored in physical terms,
even as other personal and spiritual responsibilities are fullfilled.
What was needed to be physically anchored at Nakashela has not been anchored as yet, will instead be
brought about in the prepared location on Flathead Lake, in order to fulfill the deadlines on timing. This
move of location for the votex opening has become neccesary as a result of the delays of progression and
is a gift of incomprehensible mercy from God, and from the Christ to me and ultimately to you.

Therefore I am fulfulling this level of manifestation at the Shamballa Sanctuary . However it remains an
act of love for the group to provide an ashram for the Master Teacher. The externalization of the "service
to humanity" aspect of the teaching needs a container. Nakashela is this container.
I will come down to Nakakshela as needed for the work that is assigned there. Many of you will be
rotating into Nakashela from your homes and other regions, although this will rapidly change as earth
transitions set in. Nakashela is designed to be your refuge and safe zone when you need it. I have given
this information for many years. Now it is time to bring your life into Divine Order, wherein God comes
first and the duty to our oath is fullfilled in physical terms. Your personal lives will be highly benefited
even if feathers are initially ruffled. God loves your loved ones and is in constant action in their lives to
an even more benevolent degree through your committment to That Which is Greater.
Some of you will eventually be placed up at the Flathead as you are accpeted and will also rotate into
Nakashela as needed for the work. The Strongholds of Light must now be prepared.
I am with you in Absolute Love, as you move through this progression. I am pouring love to all of you.
Open your eyes dear ones to see the Truth.
Om SAI Ram,
Devra

